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With a rich history of eight centuries of excellence, Université of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, is one of the best French universities recognised internationally. Its vision is to become one of the best research and knowledge centres of the 21st century in Europe.

**A UNIVERSITY WITH A RICH HISTORY**

1257 – The college created by Robert de Sorbon in 1253, officially becomes “Sorbonne”.

1469 – Installation of the first printing company in France in the basement of the Sorbonne.

1806 – Napoléon decided to create five faculties in Paris, of which three were based in Sorbonne.

1896 – The University is restructured in Paris with the consolidation of its five faculties.

1956 – Creation of IAE, Institut d’Administration des Entreprises, known today as Sorbonne Business School.

1970 – Creation of the Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne pursuant to the decree of the 23rd September 1970

**SORBONNE BUSINESS SCHOOL IAE DE PARIS**

Better known as IAE de Paris, the world-renowned Sorbonne Business School is an establishment which specializes in Management and Finance courses. It derives its specificity through its range of Executive Masters’ programmes where three-quarter of its students are relatively young (< 35 years old) and settled in their professional careers who study on a part-time basis either in Paris or somewhere else in the world. Sorbonne Business School is particularly dedicated to continuous executive education, and it has established a presence at the international level with offices in China, Japan, Vietnam, Lebanon, Algeria, Morocco and Egypt.

**ALUMNI TESTIMONIALS**

**Tarik Bengarai**
Senior Consultant

“A high level financial training programme offering clear understanding and new professional perspectives”

**Arnaud Robert**
Project Funding

“This training has enabled me to develop a financial culture and to tackle new challenges”

---

**29 000**
GRADUATES

**66**
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

**94%**
OF STUDENTS are very satisfied with the general reputation of the establishment

**92%**
OF STUDENTS are very satisfied with the teaching quality
The Master degree in Finance, which is delivered by IAE de Paris Sorbonne Business School, ranks among the 10 best Master programmes by Eduniversal*. It is a global reference which can act as your perfect career accelerator.

The Master in Finance is recognized by the Ministry of Higher Education in France as a National Master's degree. In the last 40 years, this popular postgraduate course has helped enhance executives’ and heads of departments’ skills in the fields of corporate finance and financial markets.

The development of financial and trade centres, the multiplication of international funds movements and the development of financial tools have been particularly fast in the last decade or so.

Executives, who work in the financial sector or who are responsible for the financial strategy of their organization and have followed the Master in Finance degree course, should be in a better position to confidently anticipate and deal with all these developments.

**OBJECTIVES**

- The objective of this course is to help participants acquire skills and competencies which will open up challenging new opportunities for them at both local and international levels.

- This programme, leading to a Master in Finance awarded by one of the most prestigious French universities, offers executives in their early and mid-career the chance to prepare themselves for these new challenging prospects.

**WHO IS THIS MASTER DEGREE TARGETED AT?**

The Master in Finance targets executives currently working in finance-related fields and looking to consolidate and update their knowledge.

It will also enable other professionals to redirect their career to new roles in the financial sector.

**WHAT ARE THE CAREER EVOLUTION PROSPECTS?**

Numerous job prospects are available in different financial sectors, such as:

**Finance**
- Financial Director
- Financial Analyst
- Auditor
- Corporate Client Advisor
- Business Development Manager
- Financial Engineer
- Head of Financial Communication
- Accountant
- Treasurer

**Capital markets /Funds**
- Investment Funds Manager
- Assets/Liabilities Manager
- Back/Middle Office Administrator
- Head of Structured Finance
- Risk Manager
- Trader
- Project Manager

**Corporate Banking**
- Financial Analyst
- Credit Risk Analyst
- Branch Manager
- Corporate Banking
- Legal Advisors

*The Eduniversal is a global ranking and rating agency specialised in higher education. The Eduniversal establishes an official election of the best 1000 Business Schools in more than 150 countries in the world.*
A COMPREHENSIVE AND HIGH LEVEL PROGRAMME

The programme is especially targeted for executives and managers who would like to pursue a professional activity and simultaneously enhance their knowledge of the fundamentals of corporate finance, financial markets and investment.

- **16 MONTHS**  
  **PART TIME**

- **60 ECTS**  
  **CREDITS**

- **COURSES ARE DELIVERED IN ENGLISH**

- **IN MAURITIUS**

- **INTAKE JANUARY**

- **INTERNATIONAL STUDY TRIP IN SINGAPORE**

**SPECIALISED TALKS ON THE AFRICAN AND MAURITIAN MARKETS.**

The programme includes talks on taxation and the African financial markets.

**ON-LINE PREPARATION** on the basics of finance, mathematics and accounting

Participants lacking professional experience and/or training in finance, need to carry out a refresher course online. This preparation is integrated in the programme and proposed by our partner, First Finance.*

Overall, this course programme allows participants to acquire 60 ECTS (European Credit Transfer System). The laureates are awarded a Master’s degree in Finance from the University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne.

*First Finance is a leading Education and Certification company, best known for its innovative digital solutions and high standards of instructional design.
AN INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR IN SINGAPORE

The educational tour in Singapore provides a unique opportunity for understanding the operations of the 4th most important financial hub in the world after London, New York and Paris (Forbes Ranking) and for exchanging views with professionals in investment banking. The tour consists of meetings and specialised talks.

CONTACT US FOR THE DETAILED CURRICULUM
The teaching team consists of world renowned, high ranking professionals and academics from IAE de Paris - Sorbonne Business School.

**Eric Lamarque - Professor & Director of IAE**
*IAE de Paris - Sorbonne Business School*

Eric Lamarque is Professor at Sorbonne Business School and the Director of the Master in Finance. Author and coordinator of several articles and publications on Financial Management and Corporate Governance, he also acts as consultant for several institutions, accompanying them in their restructuring and their development strategy. He is currently the Chairman of the National University Management Council and a member of the Monitoring Council of “La Caisse d’Epargne” Aquitaine Poitou Charente.

**Olivier Brandouy - Professor**
*Université de Bordeaux & IAE de Paris - Sorbonne Business School*

Director of training programme, he conducts research and training in finance on topics such as Asset Management, Microstructure, Risk Management and Computational Finance. He is also in charge of a research team and member of the National University Council.

**Damien Mourey - Associate Professor**
*IAE de Paris - Sorbonne Business School*

Before joining the IAE de Paris - Sorbonne Business School as Associate Professor, he was Director of Performance Development for the European team of Supply Chain Management of Carrefour Group. He is a researcher at GREGOR - IAE de Paris. His research focuses upon the control of inter-company relations and upon the use of statistics in social interactions. Damien Mourey is also responsible for the MBA International Paris.

**Stéphane Albert - Associate Professor**
*IAE de Paris - Sorbonne Business School*

Stéphane Albert has occupied many high level positions in the banking sector for several years both in France and abroad. These include Asset Management, Asset Liability Management and Risk Management. His research works are mainly orientated towards Risk Management and Bank Performance based on two main drivers, i.e. the effects of restructuring and Corporate Governance.

**Philippe Jean-Pierre - Professor**
*Director of Master in Finance - IAE de La Réunion*

Philippe Jean Pierre is responsible for the Master in Sustainable Development and Territorial Planning at the Faculty of Law and Economics and for the Master in Marketing at IAE - Réunion. Specialised in the development of strategies for islands, his research works are focused upon territorial planning and competitiveness of organisations. Philippe Jean Pierre is also the Director of “L’Agence d’Observation de La Réunion de l’Aménagement et de l’Habitat (AGORAH).”

**Robert Trommsdorff - Associate Professor**
*IAE de la Réunion*

Robert Trommsdorff is Associate Professor at IAE - Réunion. He previously worked as lecturer at ESSEC from 2000 to 2013. A researcher at the CEMOI laboratory at Reunion Island University, he has published several articles in finance in international journals. Robert Trommsdorff also has a rich professional experience, which he has acquired while working for several large French corporate organisations - eg Credit Lyonnais, EDF, Sodexo. He is also responsible for several training programmes in finance and management.

*Resource persons and dates may change due to unforeseen events*
HOW TO REGISTER FOR THE MASTER IN FINANCE PROGRAMME?

Admission criteria
To be considered for admission, applicants must meet the following requirements:

• A minimum of 3 years’ work experience after having completed a first degree (Bachelor)

• A qualification equivalent to BAC +4 or 240 ECTS in the management field: MSC, MSTCF, Masters Degree in Economics, Business School, School of Engineering, etc.

Candidates who do not meet the second criteria can make a request to benefit from the 1985 Decree on the accreditation of prior experiential learning.

Registration and Selection Dates
Application deadline: 30 September 2017
Selection & Admission: By Personal Interview in mid-October 2017

Course Starts: January 2018

AIM: THE LOCAL COORDINATOR
AIM is a private training centre which provides executive courses for managers and leaders of the Indian Ocean, Africa, Middle East regions and India. The institution is registered in Mauritius with the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) and the Mauritius Qualification Authority (MQA) and recognised as a training centre.

AIM offers seminars and executive programmes in collaboration with renowned international partners like Paris-Dauphine University and Sorbonne Business School (IAE de PARIS).